Excerpt from FIGU Bulletin #36 -- October 2001 (Part 5)
Reader's question:
Mr. Meier, please pardon me that I call you even if you don't know me. I am an eager
reader of your Website on which explanations and logical and clarifying information can
always be found. As a rule I agree with the explanations that you are publishing, except
that you don't have a political view that would be of special importance regarding the
assassinations of 11th September in America. I would very much like it, and certainly it
would be important for other people as well, if you would make an exception in this
regard and express your opinion.
I am of the opinion that, at all times, the Americans have wreaked havoc, with the
Indians as well as with the training of terrorists, in what they like to call instruction of
resistance fighters, not to mention interference into the internal affairs of many states
and groups, through which uncountable humans have lost their lives. This also is equal
to terrorism, etc., in my opinion.
T. Bayer, Switzerland
Answer:
As I told you on the phone I do not engage myself in a political format and, therefore, I
cannot give you an answer in this form in the Bulletin. Nevertheless I can express myself
without arriving at politics, and simply express my opinion according to my experiences
that I have had in many countries on Earth. And it is also in line with how I see,
understand and judge things. And in this sense I have to agree with your explanations.
Apart from the massacres against the Indians, slavery and several other terrible things
of the past last centuries, the Americans have committed acts of violence all over the
world for many decades, like for example in Vietnam, etc. They had to reckon with the
fact that the bill (Ed: atonement) would be presented to them some day. This has
happened now in a terrible form on September 11, 2001, through the terror acts on the
World Trade Center and on the Pentagon, and the assassination attempt at Camp David
that luckily failed. Of course the entire happening cannot be justified in any way, quite to
the contrary. And it is extremely terrible in that so many innocent people have lost their
lives.
What is the quintessence of all this? A president, who, according to what gets published
again and again, isn't the smartest individual and obviously isn't quite in possession of
all his senses at all times, and is now shouting for hatred and revenge. He is doing so in
order to incite the Senate, the Congress and the people to war and revenge. The Senate
and Congress have approved the sum of 40 billion dollars in order to wage worldwide

war against the terrorists, whereby he also means the states/countries in which the
terrorists were born, where they live or have lived. Inhuman things will happen again,
blood will be shed in great amounts, new hatred and terrorism, revenge and insanity will
be provoked again, but this man doesn't care about it, just as those of the Senate and
the people who approve infernal hatred and bloodthirsty hatred and revenge do the
same. Only a minority (maybe 30%) of the American people and the rest of the world's
population is thinking differently, logical, reasonable and humane. How stupid and
foolish all of these people must be who are shouting for hatred, revenge and a worldwide
war. And where will their humanity rest if they behave worse than degenerated and
bloodthirsty beasts?
It is fine and just when the guilty ones are asked to pay up and are properly sentenced,
however, once more, not with bloodshed and death if possible. The guilty ones must be
captured and brought before a "just" court that doesn't threaten with death. It (Ed: the
court) shall be oriented toward a sentence that is in accordance with true human dignity
and grants the guilty ones the possibility of getting away from their erroneous and false
thinking, and to learn so that they may ultimately become humane and reasonable
beings to which recognition can be given. However, this is not possible as long as those
in high places who are shouting for hatred and revenge find submissive and thoughtless
followers, and as long as a third world war is accepted. A world war that actually is
triggered by one single man whose face shows the inability to govern a state, a man
who is attached with neither clear understanding nor reason and wisdom, because his
nut seems to be somewhat hollow and without rationale.
There must be something else said as well. It is contrary to all common sense when
entire states or countries and their innocent populations are tormented, attacked,
bombed and effectively done in and have to atone because terrorists have lived there or
if they are (or were) native citizens. And it is also contrary to all common sense when
those of a different faith have to endure the same fate just because their faith is not in
accordance with the norm that is expected from those unreasonable ones who are full of
hatred for strangers and people of other races (Ed: xenophobia). If guilty individuals
must be sought after, then in each case it must be only those who are actually guilty
and with whom the state or the people have nothing to do with. Excluded are those who
are promoting terrorism, no matter if it is executed by individuals, organized terrorist
groups or terrorism by states, the military or secret services.
All of this is my opinion, and it really has nothing to do with politics, but only with sound
common sense, with reason, human dignity, humanity and justice as well as with respect
for life and the hope that the American Senate, Congress and the American people start
thinking and acting in a way that is worthy of life. This at least holds true for all those
concerned or those who are still currently promoting hatred and revenge. The Senate,
the Congress and the people have to change their mind for the better and stop the
insanity of their president who irresponsibly demands revenge and who, obviously, is out
of his senses. This should be done before he -- in his state of deranged reason -- triggers
a third world fire and drives all of humankind into death and destruction and, in the end,
turn the planet to ruins and ashes.
To help a state and its people to execute vindictive terrorist acts worldwide in a hateful,
vengeful and unreasonable way, (or even to provoke a third world war), has to be
classified as terrorism, just as the terrorists or state or man who, full of hatred and
craving for revenge and without reason and with human contempt, are executing
assassinations and similar crimes, thereby killing many innocent people who have no

part in the matter. Therefore, it becomes the duty of every state and human being to
raise one's voice against such insanity, to expose the true facts, and to refuse in helping
any terrorists, instead of declaring their solidarity with those who are craving hatred and
revenge, no matter if they are of a private or organized nature, or if they originate from
governments, the military, its special units or from secret services. He who lends a hand
to terrorist actions and assists them is himself guilty of terrorism, even if the whole
matter originates from some government.
Billy

